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BRANDING & PRODUCTION | FULL-TIME
Develop and execute collateral for various email, digital and print ad campaigns,

as well as assets for packaging, products, and experiential design.

WANDERLUST
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WANDERLUST
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DIGITAL PRODUCTION DESIGN | FULL-TIME FREELANCE
Produce and retouch print and digital assets for websites,

emails, landing pages, banners, and ads.

E.L.F. COSMETICS
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BRANDING & PRODUCTION | CO-FOUNDER & DESIGNER
Glitch Bitch is a pin company specializing in bright and bold concepts. Design inspiration for logo

and pin designs was derived from a blend of contemporary kitsch and personal quirky charm.

GLITCH BITCH

WATCH PIN TEASER HERE

https://youtu.be/u0uiw7ssA-k
https://youtu.be/u0uiw7ssA-k
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PACKAGING COLLATERAL | FREELANCE
Bvlgari wanted a specific packaging collateral redesign including assets such as:

return instructions, thank you cards, gift note, etc.

BVLGARI
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DJ BBARI
BRANDING | INDEPENDENT

My DJ alter ego needed an independent voice with a nod toward my art deco inspired style.
I wanted to create a unique and eye-catching logo with custom typeface.
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HOT RABBIT / BAD HABIT
ADVERTISEMENT | FREELANCE

Hot Rabbit/Bad Habit LGBTQ Events was named one of the “BEST GAY NIGHTLIFE” events by  Time Out New 
York as well as various other publications. Special event flyer concept and design was based seasonal themes.
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SAINT JHN
BRANDING | FREELANCE

SAINt JHN, a rapper, singer, and songwriter, came to me to create a logo with a clean yet edgy feel. The logo and 
brush created cross symbol is now his featured visual in his debut album, Collection One, and tour merchandise. 
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QUEERZ DRINKING BEERZ
BRANDING | FREELANCE

Queerz Drinking Beerz is a web series featuring everyday voices of the LGBTQ community with opinions on 
culture, politics and more. The design concept I created was inspired by 50s motif with beer culture flare.
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FLO’S NAILS
BRANDING | FREELANCE

Flo’s Nails is a boutique nail salon that was looking for a clean, floral mantling with a  legible script type 
treatment. The type and border were both hand-drawn with both pen and watercolor border options.
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BRENNA D. MAKEUP
BRANDING | FREELANCE

Brenna Drury, a makeup artist, needed a touch up on her brand image. Makeup is an art medium in its 
own right, so the utilization of craft items was essential. This logo was created using physical makeup.
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UNRULY
BRANDING & PRODUCTION | FULL-TIME

Primarily responsible for creating branded collateral, such as digital and printed output and brand bars for 
social video players. Developed and maintained company branding and production for US-based clients.
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ADVERTISEMENT | FREELANCE
A View With A Room showcases new artist’s work with monthly gallery events that cultivate talented 

artists in various mediums. Each event has a customized flyer based on the theme of the show. 

A VIEW WITH A ROOM
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GEOTURE
ILLUSTRATION | INDEPENDENT

Independent series called Geoture. Each piece is dedicated to one animal 
and is surrounded by a geometric, deco border.
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DESIGN
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ILLUSTRATION
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